Downtown
Revitalization
Strategies of Pohang

-Downtown revitalization, construction
of an environment-friendly city and
completion of a high-quality city

Background
Downtown Revitalization Strategy
Downtown Revitalization Project
and Green Downtown Building
Project
T9 Ocean Project
Green Downtown Building Project
“Attractive city, Pohanng”

Background
Do you know Pohang?
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Background
Pohangʼs Strengths
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Marine tourism resources which are spread followed by the
beautiful 162 km coastline
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Various waterside spaces created by the unique topography of
Dongbin Port that spans 3.5 km
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A world-class steel company and sophisticated science
infrastructure
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The international container port of Yeongil Bay Port
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Expanded openness through the connectivity of railroads, ports
and airports including the direct KTX route to Pohang
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Background
Progress of De-urbanization (Doughnut City)

The downtown area shows the history of the city and
is
the space where key functions of the city are
A historical space that accumulates
the cultural heritage,
concentrated
industry and tradition of the initial stage of the city

Urban expansion following the population increase caused by industrialization
Growth of outskirts as well as deterioration of the function of the downtown area
and the wayside of main roads
De-urbanization caused by the loss of key functions
※ What is a “Downtown Revitalization project?
 Development paradigms aimed at revitalizing the tradition and
potential of existing cities to transform them into the space for
urban dwellers
 A redevelopment project that restores the history and function
of the downtown area that declined and then transforms them
 Battery Park of New York, US and Docklands of London,
UK as well as Shinjuku and Roppongi Hills of Tokyo, Japan
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Background
Necessity of Pohang downtown Revitalization
The water course of Hyeongsan River was changed and
the river was filled up when building the Pohang Industrial Complex
 Serious contamination in the stagnant water areas of Dongbin Port
Decrease of the population in the downtown area including
Jookdo Market near by Dongbin Port and the progress of slum areas

Revitalization of the traditional urban function through development
and renewal of the waterfront

Need to satisfy the increased public demand for urban environment
and landscape
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Pohang’s Downtown Revitalization Strategy
 Enhancement of convenience of access to

Downtown Revitalization Plans
 Diversification of commercial functions and
residents

the downtown area

2) Making downtown
more pleasant

 Protection and restoration of the
downtown ecosystem
 Enhancement of the aesthetic quality

 Enhancement and revitalization of the downtown

(Types and shapes of

operational functions
 Enhancement of the symbolism of the city

buildings and public spaces)

 Enhancement of ways for exchange

 Enhancement of cultural function

(Transportation hub, exchange with other regions or international
exchange)

4) Improvement of the
1) Revitalization of
downtown functions

Downtown
Revitalization Plans

urban landscape
 Enhancement of the aesthetic
quality and harmonization with
surrounding areas

3) Giving a theme
to downtown

 Formulation of landscape building
plans that reflect
the demand of local residents

 Giving a theme to marine facilities
using Youngil Bay Bridge and the new
marine city


Building a multipurpose cultural

complex around Dongbin Port

5) Making an environment-friendly city
 Development of public transportation, introduction of compact cities and
construction of downtown forest
 Removal of air and water contaminants
 Building a resources-saving city with low levels of pollution
 Environment-friendly use of sunlight, wind and water
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Pohang Downtown Revitalization and
Green Downtown Building Project

T7 Canal Project + Youngil Bay Bridge and
New marine city
 T1 Dongbin canal + Canal side complex
 T2 Building a canal city
 T3 Building Dongbin wharf ways
 T4 Pohang Ocean Park
 T5 Pine Island Park
 T6 Songdo Sandy Beach

 Creating a downtown forest at deserted
railroad sites
 Making

streamlets in the central shopping area

 Making green ways

 T7 Pohang Tower Bridge
 T8 Building Youngil Bay Bridge
 T9 Building a new marine city
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T9 Ocean Project
Background of the project and plans
Background

Plans

 Need to present new directions for the
development of Pohang Port marking its
50th anniversary
 Need to formulate long-term

development

plans following the start of the
construction
of Dongbin Canal
 Need to satisfy the increased public
demand for urban environments and
landscapes
 Functional connection of the existing

 T7 Canal Project + Youngil Bay Bridge +
Construction of a new Marine City
 Downtown revitalization through combined
development of Dongbin Port and its
hinterland
 Development of a Marine City that
provides
a combination of culture, tourism and
waterfront space

downtown area and waterside space
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T9 Ocean Project
T1- Dongbin Canal + Canal Side Complex
Recreational facilities around Dongbin Canal (Hotel),
waterside shopping area, theme park and water park
 Amusement park 96,445㎡, KRW 140 billion, 2006 - 2013,
Construction began in May 2012
 Restoration of Dongbin Port to its original state by reconnecting its
original water course
 Realization of an environment-friendly city by improving the water
quality of polluted ports and renewing downtown

Hyeongsan River water quality management center
 Pumping station, wall fountain, promotion center, etc. KRW 8.3 billion, 2011 - 2013
 Securing sufficient amount of water for the dry seasons in connection with Donbin Canal
Green waterside space, recreational facilities (hotel), convenience facilities
(waterside shopping area), special facilities (theme park), and entertainment
facilities (water park)
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T9 Ocean Project
T2- Building the Canal City
Development of the surrounding areas of Dongbin Canal as a pilot zone
for city rearrangement to shake off the negative image as a steel city
as well as making a beautiful waterside city
Construction of Haedo Waterside Amusement Park
Designation as a city rearrangement promotion zone
(February 12, 2009)
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T9 Ocean Project
T3- Construction of Dongbin Wharf Way
Removal and rearrangement of fences, warehouses containers, consignment
sales markets, oil storages, etc. Thus creating a waterfront space in unused
space to provide rest space for citizens
Progress
 Completed in 2011 with project costs of a total of
KRW 11.4 billion
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T9 Ocean Project
T4- Pohang Ocean Park
Construction of a buoyant ocean park in
the unused space of Dongbin Port to
provide rest space for citizens as a
part of the efforts to rearrange port
functions following Dongbin Portʼs los
s of the function as a trade port
Project outline
 Buoyant ocean park, 16,400㎡, KRW 27 billion, 2012 - 2015
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T9 Ocean Project
T5- Pine Island Park
Relocation of repair shipyards and cement silos upon the completion of
the construction of Youngil Bay Port and development of waterfronts
in the space, which will be used as a new city, by building sophisticated
business towns, hotels and parks
Project outline
 Area : 173,000㎡, KRW 77.2 billion + private funds,
completed by 2020

scheduled to be

173,900㎡
52,600
pyeong
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T9 Ocean Project
T6- Restoration of Songdo Sand Park
Restoration of the function as a pristine beach through beach erosion
prevention facilities
Project outline
 1.7km, three submerged dikes, one beach nourishment set, KRW 38
billion , 2012 - 2015

Submerged dike

Beach nourishment
(sand)
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T9 Ocean Project
T7- Pohang Tower Bridge
North Beach ‒ construction of a bridge-type special
building that connects with Songdo Beach
and development of it into a landmark and global tourism
attraction that represents Pohang
Project outline
 Complex building with commercial functions such as
ocean observatory, cultural facilities, sale facilities, etc.
 KRW 80 billion, a private funds project
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T9 Ocean Project
T8- Construction of a new marine city
Pohangʼs new long-term development strategy
in the era of globalization
Creating Pohangʼs landmark by building a new marine
city that provides a combination of marine culture,
tourism and commerce such as cruise and marina
Project outline
 Around Yeonam-dong, Buk-gu, 1,674㎢, scheduled
to be completed by 2020
 KRW 550 billion, a private funds project
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T9 Ocean Project
T9- Construction of Youngil Bay Bridge
Construction of a 9 km bridge that crosses Youngil Bay in the Donghae highway section
(Pohang ‒ Yeongduk) and its development into a landmark and global tourism attraction
that represents Pohang

Project outline
 Project scope: construction of a 9km bridge that crosses Youngil Bay in the 48.2km section
of Donghae Highway
 In December 2011, the course crossing Youngil Bay was finally decided as a result of
a feasibility study
 Project being executed with private funds with a goal of completing the construction by 2020
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Pohang Green Downtown Building Project
Green downtown building project
Make streamlets in
the central
shopping area

Make downtown forest at
deserted railroad sites

Green
Downtown
Building
Project

Make green ways
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Attractive City, Pohang
ʻAttractive City, Pohangʼ

International logistics,
marine port city

Steel industrial city
and R&D city

Through the T9 Ocean Project

The 4th beautiful Ports
in the world

“Pohang, Economic Hub
in the East Sea Rim”
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